
53 responses

Summary See complete responses

Name:

Lee guojun John Raj Wu songjun vivian Wenfang Ms Lin Theo Alice Pang Catherine

Erlinda Asyl Guosheng Gwendoline Jamie Barnes Sap Greg Nathan Hee Yan ni Qianhui Stephen (for

observation form #22) Mustafiz Chris ng Sp Yanp ...

Gender
Female 29 55%

Male 24 45%

Age group:
18 year old and below 2 4%

19 - 35 years old 38 72%

36 - 55 years old 10 19%

56 years old and above 3 6%

Which of the instructions given in the following scenes were unclear?
Choosing of door by walking to chosen door 19 36%

Raising of two hands to be teleported 4 8%

Picking of a hat 10 19%

Raising right hand to start photo taking 3 6%

Scanning of tag 12 23%

None of the above 24 45%

People may select more than one checkbox, so
percentages may add up to more than 100%.



Which of the gestures used were confusing & not intuitive?
Choosing of door by walking to chosen door 21 40%

Raising of two hands to be teleported 4 8%

Using right hand to picking of a hat 11 21%

Raising right hand to start photo taking 7 13%

None of the above 21 40%

People may select more than one checkbox, so
percentages may add up to more than 100%.

Please provide your feedback on how we can improve the intuitiveness of the gestures and clarify of our instructions.

Nil Text of the instruction can be bigger. Should work on a better background in order to

produce a better quality photo. Nil Can include trying of clothes

too Less wordy instructions Maybe if it looks like a doorway or something we may

think about walking through it It is extremely easy to follow the instructions given...I had no problem at all :D Less

pixels, noise background

From a scale of 1 to 5, how presentable was the user interface of our application?

Very unsightly Very presentable

1 - Very unsightly 1 2%

2 2 4%

3 22 42%

4 24 45%

5 - Very presentable 4 8%

From a scale of 1 to 5, how fun was your overall experience with our application?

Very boring Very fun

1 - Very boring 1 2%

2 2 4%

3 12 23%

4 23 43%

5 - Very fun 15 28%



Which segment of our application do you like?
Short video of you with galaxy backdrop 6 12%

Stickman interaction 26 50%

Picking of a hat 10 19%

Photo taking 12 23%

Retrieving of gender-targeted content 13 25%

People may select more than one checkbox, so
percentages may add up to more than 100%.

Which segment of our application do you dislike?
Short video of you with galaxy backdrop 3 8%

Stickman interaction 8 21%

Picking of a hat 11 28%

Photo taking 7 18%

Retrieving of gender-targeted content 10 26%

People may select more than one checkbox, so
percentages may add up to more than 100%.

Please provide your feedback on the scenes and the overall experience with our application

A sharper image of the user would be more attractive for users to use Really cool. The scene is not

really clear I did not notice the scenes hade started. Better graphics Quite an interesting and novel

experience It happen too fast. Didn't manage to see the stickman :( New experience

The filter can be better fitted Visuals can be improved. Maybe a cute looking character instead of

a stick man. I was very happy :D I didn't experience it :(

Would you use this application again in the future?
Yes 45 85%

No 8 15%

Would you recommend this application to your friends and family?
Yes 45 85%

No 8 15%



Other comments? We would like to hear from you :)

Great job guys Fun!!!!! Very good

effort Good job. Looking forward for it in the near future! It's very interesting n cute

. Cool

Number of daily responses


